
“1 of 3 Web Series to Watch” 

                                
             - New Yorker Magazine   

“Latino Show for a New Generation” 

                      
                      

 - New York Times   “A wildly successful series.” 

                               -
  CBS MOrning Show  

East WillyB in Brief:
New. Season 1 launched March 20, 2013 

Reach. 4.6 million organic 
impressions across Social Media 
Channels

Media. Covered by over 50 domestic 
media outlets (TV, Print and Online Media) 

Community. 1st Community-Funded 
Latino Series ($50K raised in 50 Days on 
Kickstarter)

Audience. New Generation Latinos 
residing in major US cities. Subscriber 
base is both domestic & international, 
and growing daily. 

Created by: Yamin Segal & Julia Ahumada Grob

“East WillyB is a well done and intelligent series...

[which] allows for those of us who are Latinos or 

of Latino heritage to have a voice. It’s important 

that this voice come from us.” 
- Ruben Blades

“As the future of English-language Latino 

programming, East WillyB impresses me not only 

by the quality of the series, but by its creators’ 

mission to push past the boundaries of traditional 

media.” 

-Jeff Valdez (SiTV founder, Serial Entrepreneur & President, 
Max360 Entertainment)

“The breakthrough series was enlightening, 

hilarious, and more importantly, right on time.” 

-MTV Tr3s

“East WillyB’s refreshing mix of emerging Latino 

HJ[VYZ�HUK�WYVK\JLYZ���ÄSS�H�]VPK�¹�
-Fox News Latino

“A manifesto against Latino cliches.” 

-Guanabee.com 



East WillyB: An Original Series
www.eastwillyb.com

“East WillyB is an inspiring example that independent 

television can be made by creative people with their 

own voice.” 
��.YLN�+HUPLSZ��+L]LSVWLY�VM�¸;OL�6MÄJL¹�HUK�*V�*YLH[VY�VM�7HYRZ��9LJYLH[PVU

FEATURING
:VTL�VM� [OL� MYLZOLZ[� MHJLZ� PU�ÄST�HUK� [LSL]PZPVU��,HZ[�>PSS`)»Z�JHZ[�
includes: Flaco Navaja (Fighting, Gun Hill Road)��9PJR�.VUaHSLa�(War 
of The Worlds, Coach Carter), Danny Hoch (Black Hawk Down, 
American Splendor)��:OPYSL`�9\TPLYR�(Gun Hill Road, Game Change), 
Julia Ahumada Grob (Fugly!, Creator of East WillyB)��1VLSS�6Y[Pa�(rapper 
in Eminem’s Slaughterhouse)��9H\S�*HZ[PSSV�(Nurse Jackie, IFC’s Cold 
Weather)�� +VTPUPJ� *VSVU� (We Own the Night, On the Outs)�� *YHPN�
“Mums” Grant (HBO’s Oz), Jaime Tirelli (Girl Fight), Al Thompson (A 
Walk to Remember, Royal Tannenbaums)��HSVUN�^P[O�THU`�VM�5@*»Z�
top Latino actors.

ABOUT THE SERIES
Hip, funny, creative, and fresh, East WillyB was built for the New 

Generation Latino and has appeal to the multicultil consumer. Featuring 

H�JHZ[�[OH[�YLÅLJ[Z�[OL�KP]LYZP[`�VM�5L^�@VYR��,HZ[�>PSS`)�L_WSVYLZ�[OL�
O\TVY�HUK�[LUZPVUZ�^OLU�J\S[\YLZ�JVSSPKL��*VTWSL[L�^P[O�P[Z�ZOHYL�VM�
drama and comedy, it provides a captivating glimpse into the life of the 

urban American Latino community, and caters to audiences looking 

for high quality, on-demand content.

The series is positioned for distribution and packaging across multiple 

screens. 

SYNOPSIS
9LU[»Z�NVPUN�\W��OPWZ[LYZ�TV]PUN�PU��I\[�^OLYL�[OLYL»Z�H�>PSSPL��[OLYL»Z�
a way. 

For years “Willie Jr.’s Sports Bar” has been the hot spot on Broadway 

where you could grab a drink, catch the latest gossip, and bitch about 

[OL�4L[Z��)\[�UV^�>PSSPL�1Y��PZ�Z[Y\NNSPUN�[V�RLLW�OPZ�IHY�HÅVH[��(Z�PM�
[OPUNZ�JV\SKU»[�NL[�^VYZL��>PSSPL�1Y�� PZ�Z[PSS�O\UN�\W�VU�OPZ�L_�ÄHUJL��
^OV�OHZ�[HRLU�\W�^P[O�OPZ�JOPSKOVVK�ULTLZPZ�HUK�ÄLYJLZ[�JVTWL[P[VY��
With the help of a cast of characters from the neighborhood, Willie Jr. 

designs a plan to win back his girl and restore Willie Jr.’s Sports Bar 

to its former glory.

� :OV[�VU�SVJH[PVU�PU�)\ZO^PJR��>PSSPHTZI\YN��)YVVRS`U��,HZ[�
WillyB takes place along the historic Bushwick and Knickerbocker 

Aves. It is a story about the many faces that make up the Latino 

community of Brooklyn, and the ways in which their lives interconnect 

[V� JYLH[L� [OL� L_[LUKLK� MHTPS`� ZV� PU[LNYHS� [V� P[Z� JOHYHJ[LY�� *VTL�
TLL[� [OL� ;LSLUV]LSH� HKKPJ[Z�� [HTHSL� ZSPUNLYZ�� ZHSZH� ÄLUKZ�� WPYHN\H�
W\Y]L`VYZ�� IVTIH� WSH`LYZ�� WSHZ[PJ� JV\JO� V^ULYZ�� � IVKLNH�*,6Z�
that make up the vibrant community of Bushwick.


